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This treasure of a book, for people of all faiths, is a starting point for parents who must talk about the

difficult topic of death with their children.What should parents say when a loved one dies? Heaven is

a difficult subject that always comes up at tough times, and Maria Shriver has written a very special

book precisely for these stressful moments. What's Heaven? is the story of Kate, a little girl whose

great-grandma has just died. She seeks answers, and her mother helps her learn about Heaven.

The many questions in this book are real, coming from Shriver's own children, nieces, and nephews

when her grandmother Rose Fitzgerald Kennedy passed away. With 900,000 copies of the book

now in print, the loving, confident, and ultimately uplifting answers Shriver provides are helping

readers' families come together, feel closer to one another, and experience peace during the times

when they need it most.
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Maria Shriver does a beautiful job of putting together a story that helps explain loss to children...and

she should know. She has lost many loved ones in her life, among them our country's president, her

Uncle Jack (Kennedy), when she was eight. Her family had to endure much intrusion into their

private grief during that difficult time for our nation.In What's Heaven, young Kate's great

grandmother has died and she has questions, many questions. In a recent interview, Shriver stated

that she had many questions about death when she was young, but couldn't ask them because in



her family death was not talked about. Many of her questions remained inside her into adulthood.

When her grandmother, Rose Kennedy, died, her own daughter began asking her the same

questions Maria had as a child. Questions that were never answered. Thus, this book was

born.Kate wants to know why her mother is sad. Mother answers that her grandma, Kate's great

grandma, has died and gone to heaven. Naturally, Kate asks what heaven is, so mother explains,

and that brings on more questions. Kate wants to know if animals and people go to the same

heaven, and why she can't see heaven, and how you get there, and what's a funeral, a soul,

and...???The book is sensitivly written by Shriver and beautifully illustrated by Sandra Speidel

whose wispy, soft pastels give the reader a heavenly feeling as the book is being read. The book is

a nice size, being just under 8" square. The paper used is smooth and pleasant to the touch with

ample white space between lines of text. Each set of facing pages has text on one side and a pastel

painting on the other.What's Heaven is a treasure and a gentle, loving way to help children

understand what happens when someone dies.
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